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في إختيار أفضل أوقات املعلم وِفي الصبر 
على العلم 

Choose the best time to ask the teacher a 
question, and be patient with acquiring 

knowledge 

You will face difficulties when acquiring 
knowledge, and you must struggle to be 
patient through them. There may be 
obstacles, and decrees which obstruct you. 

The things you will go through in a study circle will be different from any other place. 

If you want to ask the teacher a question, don't do it when her mind is occupied, the teacher will not tell the 
student to go, but the student herself must be observant and careful. Don't disturb the teacher when she is sad 
or happy, hungry or thirsty. This is the duty of the student. The teacher may be worried about some other 
responsibility in her life. It may be a difficult time for the teacher, but she will not refuse her student, but the 
student herself should be careful. At these times, the teacher may not be able to listen carefully to the 
question, because her heart is occupied with other things in her life, so you may not get the best answer. 

We are all human beings. It is better to approach the teacher when she is active, not tired, has the time to 
listen to you, and is comfortable. There may be times when the teacher is rude and bad mannered, because 
she is tired or occupied, she is human. All these rules are so that we can cover the sins of each other. You 
don't want to see the weaknesses of your teacher, this will make you criticize her. Don't push people to be rude 
to you. If this happens, you must bear it, not complain and spread the news. Don't expose the faults of people, 
specially your teacher. 

A problem with students of knowledge is that they expose the faults of their teacher to everyone. This test will 
come later in the journey, when you have been with one teacher for a long time. Don't make this a cause of 
separation between you and your teacher, or between you and the knowledge, or you will be the loser. 
Sometimes you can't understand some action of the teacher, but you should give it a good interpretation. Don't 
jump to negative thoughts. 

The most amount of tests are between the student and the teacher. When you get too personally involved with 
the teacher, then you think only of her, not the knowledge. Expect the unexpected, this is how you are purified. 
Are you coming to the study circle for the teacher or the knowledge? Or for Allah? 

The student of knowledge must be above all these petty things, these things are connected to dunya. This is 
not easy, so ask the help of Allah. Take the message which is delivered to you in a lecture personally, as a 
message from Allah, not the teacher, she is just a mediator. If you hear something you dislike, give excuses to 
the teacher, and apologize, even if it is not your fault. This will cut your ego, which is good for you in dunya and 
akhirah. 

To acquire knowledge, you must go through a lot of purification and nurturing. Your good behaviour purifies the 
heart of a teacher too. If you behave badly, this will spoil the heart of the teacher as well. We must hold each 
other and move on, collecting good deeds. We are very weak, and get affected with each other easily. We are 
all a test for each other. Allah doesn't want the students to be attached to the teacher, so the tests must come. 
These tests are a blessing, because they purify the teacher and the students. This must be a balanced 
relationship. 

You must be humble with the knowledge, a proud and arrogant person cannot learn. The ego will prevent you 
from learning. Allah will give honour to the one who is humble with his knowledge. Knowledge is Divine, and 
very high in status, while the dunya is lowly. The quest for akhirah must be above all these small matters. 




